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Simple finite element schemes
for the solution of the curl–div system
Ana Alonso Rodr´ıguez∗ Enrico Bertolazzi† Alberto Valli∗
Abstract
New variational formulations are devised for the curl–div system, and
the corresponding finite element approximations are shown to converge.
Curl–free and divergence–free finite elements are employed for discretizing
the problem.
1 Introduction, notation and preliminary results
The curl–div system often appears in electromagnetism (electrostatics, magneto-
statics) and in fluid dynamics (rotational incompressible flows, velocity–vorticity
formulations). It reads

curlu = J in Ω
divu = g in Ω
u× n = a (or u · n = b) on ∂Ω ,
(1)
with in addition some topological conditions assuring uniqueness.
Aim of this paper is to devise some new variational formulations of this prob-
lem, which lead to simple and efficient finite element schemes for its numerical
approximation.
The main novelty resides in the functional framework we adopt: we look for
the solution in the spaces of curl-free or divergence-free vector fields. For the
sake of implementation, we also describe in detail how to construct a simple
finite element basis for these vector spaces; convergence of the finite element
approximations is then easily shown.
Let us start with some notation. Let Ω be a bounded polyhedral domain of
R
3 with Lipschitz boundary and let (∂Ω)0, . . . , (∂Ω)p be the connected compo-
nents of ∂Ω, (∂Ω)0 being the external one. We consider a tetrahedral triangu-
lation Th = (V,E, F, T ) of Ω, denoting by V the set of vertices, E the set of
edges, F the set of faces and T the set of tetrahedra of Th.
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We will use these spaces of finite elements (see Monk [1] for a complete pre-
sentation): the space Lh of continuous piecewise-linear elements, with dimen-
sion nv, the number of vertices in Th; the space Nh of Ne´de´lec edge elements
of degree 1, with dimension ne, the number of edges in Th; the space RTh of
Raviart-Thomas elements of degree 1, with dimension nf , the number of faces
in Th; the space PCh of piecewise-constant elements, with dimension nt, the
number of tetrahedra in Th.
The following inclusions are well-known:
Lh ⊂ H
1(Ω) , Nh ⊂ H(curl; Ω) , RTh ⊂ H(div; Ω) PCh ⊂ L
2(Ω) ,
where
H1(Ω) = {φ ∈ L2(Ω) | gradφ ∈ (L2(Ω))3} ,
H(curl; Ω) = {v ∈ (L2(Ω))3 | curlv ∈ (L2(Ω))3} ,
H(div; Ω) = {v ∈ (L2(Ω))3 | divv ∈ L2(Ω)} .
Moreover gradLh ⊂ Nh, curlNh ⊂ RTh, and divRTh ⊂ PCh. The basis of Lh
is denoted by {ψh,1, . . . , ψh,nv}, with ψh,i(vj) = δi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ nv; the basis
of Nh is denoted by {wh,1, . . . ,wh,ne}, with
∫
ej
wh,i · τ = δi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ ne;
the basis of RTh is denoted by {rh,1, . . . , rh,nf }, with
∫
fm
rh,l · ν = δl,m for
1 ≤ l,m ≤ nf .
Fixing a total ordering v1, . . . , vnv of the elements of V , an orientation on
the elements of E and F is induced: if the end points of ej are va and vb for
some a, b ∈ {1, . . . , nv} with a < b, then the oriented edge ej will be denoted by
[va, vb], with unit tangent vector τ =
vb−va
|vb−va|
; if the face fm has vertices va, vb
and vc with a < b < c, the oriented face fm will be denoted by [va, vb, vc] and
its unit normal vector ν = (vb−va)×(vc−va)|(vb−va)×(vc−va)| is obtained by the right hand rule.
We finally introduce a set of 1-cycles in Th, denoted by {σn}
g
n=1, that are
representatives of a basis of the first homology group H1(Ω,Z) (whose rank is
therefore equal to g): in other words, this set is a maximal set of non-bounding
1-cycles in Th. Let us recall that an explicit and efficient construction of the
1-cycles {σn}
g
n=1 is given by Hiptmair and Ostrowski [2]. For a more detailed
presentation of the homological concepts that are useful in the numerical ap-
proximation of PDEs, see, e.g., Bossavit [3], Hiptmair [4], Gross and Kotiuga [5];
see also Benedetti, Frigerio and Ghiloni [6], Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [7].
2 The curl–div system with assigned tangential
component on the boundary
Let η be a symmetric matrix, uniformly positive definite in Ω, with entries
belonging to L∞(Ω). Given J ∈ (L2(Ω))3, g ∈ L2(Ω), a ∈ H−1/2(divτ ; ∂Ω),
2
α ∈ Rp, we look for u ∈ (L2(Ω))3 such that

curl(ηu) = J in Ω
divu = g in Ω
(ηu)× n = a on ∂Ω∫
(∂Ω)r
u · n = αr for each r = 1, . . . , p .
(2)
The data satisfy the necessary conditions divJ = 0 in Ω,
∫
Ω
J ·ρ+
∫
∂Ω
a ·ρ = 0
for each ρ ∈ H(m), and J · n = divτ a on ∂Ω, where H(m) is the space of
Neumann harmonic fields, namely,
H(m) = {ρ ∈ (L2(Ω))3 | curlρ = 0 in Ω, divρ = 0 in Ω,ρ · n = 0 on ∂Ω} .
By means of a variational approach, Saranen [8], [9] has shown that this
problem has a unique solution (see also the results proved in Alonso Rodr´ıguez
and Valli [10, Sect. A3]). The method is based on a splitting of the solution in
three terms, writing
ηu = η curlq+ gradχ+ h .
Here h is a generalized harmonic field satisfying curlh = 0 in Ω, div(η−1h) = 0
in Ω and h × n = 0 on ∂Ω, namely, it is an element of a finite dimensional
vector space of dimension p; q is a solution to curl(η curlq) = J in Ω and
(η curlq) × n = a on ∂Ω; χ is the solution to div(η−1 gradχ) = g in Ω and
χ = 0 on ∂Ω.
Since a solution q to curl(η curlq) = J in Ω and (η curlq) × n = a on ∂Ω
is not unique (q + gradφ is still a solution), other equations have to be added.
Typically, one imposes the gauging conditions divq = 0 in Ω, q · n = 0 on ∂Ω
and q⊥H(m).
This leads to two variational problems: a standard Dirichlet boundary value
problem for χ, and a constrained problem for q (the determination of the har-
monic field h also needs some additional work, but it is an easy finite dimensional
problem). Before proceeding, let us look at some possible numerical approaches
for approximating these two problems.
The first one is a standard elliptic problem. Numerical approximation can
be performed by scalar nodal elements in H1(Ω), looking for the unknown χ and
then computing its gradient, or by means of a (more expensive) mixed method
in H(div; Ω) × L2(Ω), in which gradχ ∈ H(div; Ω) is directly computed as an
auxiliary unknown.
Concerning the problem related to the vector field q, a first choice is to work
in H(curl; Ω) ∩H(div; Ω), hence with globally-continuous nodal finite elements
for each component of q; the drawback is that, in the presence of re-entrant
corners, the solution is singular (it does not belong to (H1(Ω))3) and (H1(Ω))3
is a closed subspace of H(curl; Ω)∩H(div; Ω), hence in that case a finite element
scheme cannot be convergent (see, e.g. Costabel, Dauge and Nicaise [11]).
An alternative method is to formulate the problem as a saddle-point problem
in H(curl; Ω), in which the divergence constraint is imposed in a week sense,
introducing a scalar Lagrange multiplier; in this way the number of degrees of
3
freedom is rather high, as, besides an edge approximation of the vector field q,
one has also to consider a nodal approximation of the scalar Lagrange multiplier.
Moreover, the resulting algebraic problem is associated to a non-definite matrix.
A way for avoiding the introduction of a Lagrange multiplier is to solve the
equation curl(η curlq) = J in Ω by using edge elements without any gauge;
though the conjugate gradient method has shown to be a viable tool for solving
the associated algebraic problem (see, e.g., Bı´ro´ [12]), the price to pay is a worst
convergence rate, since the matrix to deal with is singular.
2.1 A new variational formulation
The previous discussion should have explained why our aim here is to find a
different variational formulation for problem (2), a formulation that will be
more suitable for numerical approximation. Our method is somehow related to
the so-called tree–cotree gauge used for the numerical approximation of eddy
current and magnetostatic problems (see, e.g, Ren and Razek [13], Albanese
and Rubinacci [14]).
The first step of the procedure is to find a vector field u⋆ ∈ (L2(Ω))3 satis-
fying {
divu⋆ = g in Ω∫
(∂Ω)r
u⋆ · n = αr for each r = 1, . . . , p .
(3)
Such a vector field does exist: for instance, one can think to take J = 0 and
a = 0 in (2), or any choice of J and a satisfying the compatibility conditions
(indeed, we will not assume in the sequel that curl(ηu⋆) = 0 or (ηu⋆)×n = 0).
The vector field W = u− u⋆ satisfies

curl(ηW) = J− curl(ηu⋆) in Ω
divW = 0 in Ω
(ηW)× n = a− (ηu⋆)× n on ∂Ω∫
(∂Ω)r
W · n = 0 for each r = 1, . . . , p ,
(4)
and the second step of the procedure is finding a simple variational formulation
of this problem.
Multiplying the first equation by a test function v ∈ H(curl; Ω), integrating
in Ω and integrating by parts we find:∫
Ω
J · v =
∫
Ω
curl[η(W + u⋆)] · v
=
∫
Ω
η(W + u⋆) · curlv −
∫
∂Ω
[η(W + u⋆)× n] · v
=
∫
Ω ηW · curlv +
∫
Ω ηu
⋆ · curlv −
∫
∂Ω a · v .
Let us introduce the space
W0 = {v ∈ H(div; Ω) | divv = 0 in Ω,∫
(∂Ω)r
v · n = 0 for each r = 1, . . . , p} .
(5)
Note that this space can be written asW0 = curl[H(curl; Ω)]: in fact, the inclu-
sion curl[H(curl; Ω)] ⊂ W0 is obvious, while the inclusionW0 ⊂ curl[H(curl; Ω)]
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is the classical result concerning vector potentials (see, e.g., Cantarella, DeTurck
and Gluck [15], Alonso Rodr´ıguez and Valli [16]). The vector field W is thus a
solution to
W ∈ W0 :
∫
Ω
ηW · curlv =
∫
Ω
J · v −
∫
Ω
ηu⋆ · curlv
+
∫
∂Ω a · v ∀ v ∈ H(curl; Ω) .
(6)
More precisely, W is the unique solution of that problem: in fact, assuming
J = u⋆ = a = 0, and taking v such that curlv = W, it follows at once∫
Ω ηW ·W = 0, hence W = 0.
2.2 Finite element approximation
The finite element approximation of problem (2) can be performed in two steps,
too. The first one is finding a finite element potential u⋆h ∈ RTh such that{
divu⋆h = gh in Ω∫
(∂Ω)r
u⋆h · n = αr for each r = 1, . . . , p ,
(7)
where gh ∈ PCh is the piecewise-constant interpolant I
PC
h g of g. This can be
done by means of a simple and efficient algorithm as shown in Alonso Rodr´ıguez
and Valli [16].
The second step concerns the numerical approximation of problem (6). Here
the main issue is to determine a finite element subspace of W0, and a suitable
finite element basis. The natural choice is clearly
W0,h = {vh ∈ RTh | divvh = 0 in Ω,∫
(∂Ω)r
vh · n = 0 for each r = 1, . . . , p} .
(8)
For the ease of notation let us set nQ = ne − (nv − 1). As proved in Alonso
Rodr´ıguez et al. [17], the dimension of W0,h is equal to nQ − g, and a basis is
given by the curls of suitable Ne´de´lec elements belonging to Nh.
To make clear this point, following Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [17], some nota-
tions are necessary. As shown in Hiptmair and Ostrowski [2] (see also Alonso
Rodr´ıguez et al. [7]), it is possible to construct a set of 1-cycles {σn}
g
n=1, repre-
senting a basis of the first homology groupH1(Ω,Z), as a formal sum of edges in
Th with integer coefficients. More precisely, let us consider the graph given by
the vertices and the edges of Th on ∂Ω. The number of connected components of
this graph coincides with the number of connected components of ∂Ω. For each
r = 0, 1, . . . , p let Sr∂Ω = (V
r
∂Ω,M
r
∂Ω) be a spanning tree of the corresponding
connected component of the graph. Then consider the graph (V,E), given by
all the vertices and edges of Th, and a spanning tree S = (V,M) of this graph
such that M r∂Ω ⊂ M for each r = 0, 1, . . . , p. Let us order the edges in such
a way that the edge el belongs to the cotree of S for l = 1, . . . , nQ and the
edge enQ+i belongs to the tree S for i = 1, . . . , nv − 1. In particular, denote
by eq, q = 1, . . . , 2g, the set of edges of ∂Ω, constructed by Hiptmair and Os-
trowski [2], that have the following properties: they all belong to the cotree,
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and each one of them “closes” a 1-cycle γq that is a representative of a basis of
the first homology group H1(∂Ω,Z) (whose rank is indeed equal to 2g). With
this notation, we recall that the 1-cycles σn can be expressed as the formal sum
σn =
2g∑
q=1
An,qγq =
2g∑
q=1
An,qeq +
ne∑
i=nQ+1
an,iei , (9)
for suitable and explicitly computable integers An,q.
The idea that leads to the construction of the basis of W0,h is now the
following: first, consider the set
{curlwh,l}
nQ
l=2g+1 ,
Then look for g functions zh,λ ∈ RTh, λ = 1, . . . , g, of the form
zh,λ =
2g∑
υ=1
c(λ)υ curlwh,υ ,
where the linearly independent vectors c(λ) ∈ R2g are chosen in such a way that∮
σn
(
2g∑
υ=1
c(λ)υ wh,υ
)
· ds = 0
for n = 1, . . . , g. This can be done since σn is formed by the “closing” edges eq,
q = 1, . . . , 2g, and by edges belonging to the spanning tree, so that∮
σn
(
2g∑
υ=1
c(λ)υ wh,υ
)
· ds =
2g∑
q=1
An,q
∫
eq
(
2g∑
υ=1
c(λ)υ wh,υ
)
· τ =
2g∑
q=1
An,qc
(λ)
q ,
and the matrix A ∈ Zg×2g with entries An,q has rank g (see Hiptmair and
Ostrowski [2], Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [7, Sect. 6]). Thus we only have to
determine a basis c(λ) ∈ R2g of the kernel of A, λ = 1, . . . , g. An easy way for
determining these vectors c(λ) is presented in Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [17].
Proposition 1 The vector fields
{curlwh,l}
nQ
l=2g+1 ∪
{
curl
( 2g∑
υ=1
c(λ)υ wh,υ
)}g
λ=1
⊂ W0,h
are linearly independent.
Proof. The proof is in Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [17, Prop. 2]. 
The straightforward consequence of this result is that, since the number of
the vector fields in Proposition 1 is nQ − g, the dimension of W0,h, they are a
basis of W0,h. Let us denote this basis by {curlωh,l}
nQ
l=g+1, with
ωh,l =
{
wh,l for l = 2g + 1, . . . , nQ∑2g
υ=1 c
(l−g)
υ wh,υ for l = g + 1, . . . , 2g .
(10)
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Proposition 2 The vector fields {ωh,l}
nQ
l=g+1 are linearly independent.
Proof. Suppose we have
∑nQ
l=g+1 κlωh,l = 0 for some κl. This can be rewritten
as
0 =
∑nQ
l=2g+1 κlwh,l +
∑2g
l=g+1 κl
(∑2g
υ=1 c
(l−g)
υ wh,υ
)
=
∑nQ
l=2g+1 κlwh,l +
∑2g
υ=1
(∑2g
l=g+1 κlc
(l−g)
υ
)
wh,υ ,
thus κl = 0 for l = 2g + 1, . . . , nQ and
∑2g
l=g+1 κlc
(l−g)
υ = 0 for υ = 1, . . . 2g,
as {wh,l}
nQ
l=1 are linearly independent. Since the vectors c
(l−g) ∈ R2g, l =
g+1, . . . , 2g, are linearly independent, we also obtain κl = 0 for l = g+1, . . . , 2g,
and the result follows. 
We are now in a position to formulate the finite element approximation of
(6), that reads as follows:
Wh ∈ W0,h :
∫
Ω ηWh · curlvh =
∫
Ω J · vh −
∫
Ω ηu
⋆
h · curlvh
+
∫
∂Ω
a · vh ∀ vh ∈ N
⋆
h ,
(11)
where
N⋆h = span{ωh,l}
nQ
l=g+1 . (12)
The corresponding algebraic problem is a square linear system of dimension
nQ− g, and it is uniquely solvable. In fact, we note that W0,h = curlN
⋆
h , hence
we can choose v⋆h ∈ N
⋆
h such that curlv
⋆
h = Wh; from (11) we find at once
Wh = 0, provided that J = u
⋆
h = a = 0.
The convergence of this finite element scheme is easily shown by standard
arguments. For the ease of reading, let us present the proof.
Theorem 1 Let W ∈ W0 and Wh ∈ W0,h be the solutions of problem (6) and
(11), respectively. Set u =W + u⋆ and uh =Wh + u
⋆
h, where u
⋆ ∈ H(div; Ω)
and u⋆h ∈ RTh are solutions to problem (3) and (7), respectively. Assume that
u is regular enough, so that the interpolant IRTh u is defined. Then the following
error estimate holds
‖u− uh‖H(div;Ω) ≤ c0(‖u− I
RT
h u‖L2(Ω) + ‖g − I
PC
h g‖L2(Ω)) . (13)
Proof. Since N⋆h ⊂ H(curl; Ω), we can choose v = vh ∈ N
⋆
h in (6). By
subtracting (11) from (6) we end up with∫
Ω
η[(W + u⋆)− (Wh + u
⋆
h)] · curlvh = 0 ∀ vh ∈ N
⋆
h ,
namely, ∫
Ω
η(u− uh) · curlvh = 0 ∀ vh ∈ N
⋆
h . (14)
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Then, recalling that W0,h = curlN
⋆
h , therefore Wh = curlv
⋆
h for a suitable
v⋆h ∈ N
⋆
h , and using (14) we find
c1‖u− uh‖
2
L2(Ω) ≤
∫
Ω
η(u− uh) · (u− uh)
=
∫
Ω η(u− uh) · (u−Wh − u
⋆
h)
=
∫
Ω η(u− uh) · (u− curlv
⋆
h − u
⋆
h)
=
∫
Ω
η(u− uh) · (u− curlvh − u
⋆
h)
≤ c2‖u− uh‖L2(Ω)‖u−Φh − u
⋆
h‖L2(Ω) ∀ Φh ∈ W0,h .
We can choose Φh = (I
RT
h u− u
⋆
h) ∈ W0,h; in fact, div(I
RT
h u) = I
PC
h (divu) =
IPCh g = gh and
∫
(∂Ω)r
IRTh u ·n =
∫
(∂Ω)r
u ·n = αr for each r = 1, . . . , p. Then it
follows at once ‖u− uh‖L2(Ω) ≤
c2
c1
‖u− IRTh u‖L2(Ω). Moreover, div(u− uh) =
g − gh = g − I
PC
h g, and the thesis is proved. 
Note that a sufficient condition for defining the interpolant of u is that
u ∈ (H
1
2
+δ(Ω))3, δ > 0 (see Monk [1, Lemma 5.15]). This is satisfied if, e.g., η
is a scalar Lipschitz function in Ω and a ∈ (Hγ(∂Ω))3, γ > 0 (see Alonso and
Valli [18]).
2.3 The algebraic problem
The solution Wh ∈ W0,h can be written in terms of the basis as Wh =∑nQ
l=g+1Wl curlωh,l. Hence the finite dimensional problem (11) can be rewritten
as
nQ∑
l=g+1
Wl
∫
Ω
η curlωh,l · curlωh,m =
∫
Ω
J · ωh,m −
∫
Ω
ηu⋆h · curlωh,m
+
∫
∂Ω
a · ωh,m ,
(15)
for each m = g + 1, . . . , nQ.
Theorem 2 The matrix K⋆ with entries
K⋆ml =
∫
Ω
η curlωh,l · curlωh,m
is symmetric and positive definite.
Proof. It is enough to recall that the vector fields {curlωh,l}
nQ
l=g+1 are linearly
independent (see Proposition 1). More precisely, they are a basis ofW0,h, hence
Q⋆ is the mass matrix in W0,h with weight η. 
3 The curl–div system with assigned normal com-
ponent on the boundary
Let µ be a symmetric matrix, uniformly positive definite in Ω, with entries
belonging to L∞(Ω). Given J ∈ (L2(Ω))3, g ∈ L2(Ω), b ∈ H−1/2(∂Ω), β ∈ Rg,
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we look for u ∈ (L2(Ω))3 such that

curlu = J
div(µu) = g
µu · n = b∮
σn
u · ds = βn for each n = 1, . . . , g ,
(16)
where the data satisfy the necessary conditions divJ = 0 in Ω,
∫
Ω g =
∫
∂Ω b;
moreover, in order that the line integral of u on σn has a meaning, we also
assume that J · n = 0 on ∂Ω (which is more restrictive than the necessary
condition
∫
(∂Ω)r
J · n = 0 for each r = 1, . . . , p).
The variational approach proposed by Saranen [8], [9] shows that this prob-
lem has a unique solution (see also Alonso Rodr´ıguez and Valli [10, Sect. A3]).
The method is similar to that employed for the problem in which the tangential
component of u is assigned on the boundary; thus we do not give other details
here and refer to the presentation given before.
3.1 A new variational formulation
The variational formulation of the curl–div system with assigned normal compo-
nent on the boundary that we present here is similar to the one we have proposed
in Alonso Rodr´ıguez et al. [7] for the problem of magnetostatics. However, we
think it can be interesting for its specific simplicity, as here we will formulate
the problem in the space V0 = grad[H
1(Ω)], while in [7] it was set in the space
H0(curl; Ω) = {v ∈ (L2(Ω))3 | curlv = 0 in Ω}, which in the general topological
case is more complicate to approximate.
Also in this case we need a preliminary step: to find a vector field u∗ ∈
(L2(Ω))3 satisfying{
curlu∗ = J in Ω∮
σn
u∗ · ds = βn for each n = 1, . . . , g .
(17)
This vector field does exist: for instance, one can choose g = 0 and b = 0 in
(16), or any choice of g and b satisfying the compatibility condition (indeed, we
do not need to assume in the sequel that div(µu∗) = 0 or (µu∗) · n = 0).
The vector field V = u− u∗ satisfies

curlV = 0 in Ω
div(µV) = g − div(µu∗) in Ω
(µV) · n = b− (µu∗) · n on ∂Ω∮
σn
V · ds = 0 for each n = 1, . . . , g ,
(18)
and now we only have to find a variational formulation of this problem.
Multiplying the second equation by a test function ϕ ∈ H1(Ω), integrating
in Ω and integrating by parts we find:∫
Ω
g ϕ =
∫
Ω
div[µ(V + u∗)]ϕ
= −
∫
Ω
µ(V + u∗) · gradϕ+
∫
∂Ω
[µ(V + u∗) · n]ϕ
= −
∫
Ω µV · gradϕ−
∫
Ω µu
∗ · gradϕ+
∫
∂Ω b ϕ .
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Let us introduce the space
V0 = {v ∈ H(curl; Ω) | curlv = 0 in Ω,∮
σn
v · ds = 0 for each n = 1, . . . , g} .
(19)
Note that this space can be written as V0 = grad[H
1(Ω)]: in fact, the inclu-
sion grad[H1(Ω)] ⊂ V0 is obvious, while the inclusion V0 ⊂ grad[H
1(Ω)] is
the classical result concerning scalar potentials (see, e.g., Cantarella, DeTurck
and Gluck [15], Alonso Rodr´ıguez and Valli [16]). The vector field V is thus a
solution to
V ∈ V0 :
∫
Ω
µV · gradϕ = −
∫
Ω
g ϕ−
∫
Ω
µu∗ · gradϕ
+
∫
∂Ω
b ϕ ∀ ϕ ∈ H1(Ω) .
(20)
It is easy to see that V is indeed the unique solution of that problem: in fact,
assuming g = b = 0, u∗ = 0, and taking ϕ such that gradϕ = V, it follows at
once
∫
Ω µV ·V = 0, hence V = 0.
3.2 Finite element approximation
The finite element approximation of problem (16) has two steps. The first one
is finding a finite element potential u∗h ∈ Nh such that{
curlu∗h = Jh in Ω∮
σn
u∗h · ds = βn for each n = 1, . . . , g ,
(21)
where Jh ∈ RTh is the Raviart–Thomas interpolant I
RT
h J of J (we therefore
assume that J is so regular that its interpolant IRTh J is defined; for instance, as
already recalled, it is enough to assume J ∈ (H
1
2
+δ(Ω))3, δ > 0: see Monk [1,
Lemma 5.15]). In Alonso Rodr´ıguez and Valli [16] an efficient algorithm for
computing u∗h is described.
The second step is related to the numerical approximation of problem (20).
It is quite easy to find a finite element subspace of V0 and a suitable finite
element basis. The natural choice is clearly
V0,h = {vh ∈ Nh | curlvh = 0 in Ω,∮
σn
vh · ds = 0 for each n = 1, . . . , g} ,
(22)
which can be rewritten as V0,h = gradLh. Since the dimension of this space is
nv−1, a finite element basis is determined by taking gradψh,i, i = 1, . . . , nv−1,
ψh,i being the basis functions of the finite element space Lh.
The finite element approximation of (20) is easily obtained:
Vh ∈ V0,h :
∫
Ω
µVh · gradϕh = −
∫
Ω
g ϕh −
∫
Ω
µu∗h · gradϕ
+
∫
∂Ω
b ϕh ∀ ϕh ∈ L
∗
h ,
(23)
where
L∗h = span{ψh,i}
nv−1
i=1 = {ϕh ∈ Lh |ϕh(vnv ) = 0} . (24)
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The corresponding algebraic problem is a square linear system of dimension
nv − 1, and it is uniquely solvable. In fact, since V0,h = gradL
∗
h, we can choose
ϕ∗h ∈ L
∗
h such that gradϕ
∗
h = Vh; from (23) we find at once Vh = 0, provided
that g = b = 0, u∗h = 0.
The convergence of this finite element scheme is easily proved by following
the arguments previously presented.
Theorem 3 Let V ∈ V0 and Vh ∈ V0,h be the solutions of problem (20) and
(23), respectively. Set u = V + u∗ and uh = Vh + u
∗
h, where u
∗ ∈ H(curl; Ω)
and u∗h ∈ Nh are solutions to problem (17) and (21), respectively. Assume that
u and J are regular enough, so that the interpolants INh u and I
RT
h J are defined.
Then the following error estimate holds
‖u− uh‖H(curl;Ω) ≤ c0(‖u− I
N
h u‖L2(Ω) + ‖J− I
RT
h J‖L2(Ω)) . (25)
Proof. Since L∗h ⊂ H
1(Ω), we can choose ϕ = ϕh ∈ L
∗
h in (20). By subtracting
(23) from (20) we end up with∫
Ω
µ[(V + u∗)− (Vh + u
∗
h)] · gradϕh = 0 ∀ ϕh ∈ L
∗
h ,
namely, ∫
Ω
µ(u− uh) · gradϕh = 0 ∀ ϕh ∈ L
∗
h . (26)
Then, since V0,h = gradL
∗
h and thus Vh = gradϕ
∗
h for a suitable ϕ
∗
h ∈ L
∗
h, from
(26) we find
c1‖u− uh‖
2
L2(Ω) ≤
∫
Ω
µ(u− uh) · (u− uh)
=
∫
Ω µ(u− uh) · (u−Vh − u
∗
h)
=
∫
Ω
µ(u− uh) · (u− gradϕ
∗
h − u
∗
h)
=
∫
Ω
µ(u− uh) · (u− gradϕh − u
∗
h)
≤ c2‖u− uh‖L2(Ω)‖u−Ψh − u
∗
h‖L2(Ω) ∀ Ψh ∈ V0,h .
We can choose Ψh = (I
N
h u − u
∗
h) ∈ V0,h; in fact, curl(I
N
h u) = I
RT
h (curlu) =
IRTh J = Jh and
∮
σn
INh u · ds =
∮
σn
u · ds = βn for each n = 1, . . . , g. Then
we find at once ‖u− uh‖L2(Ω) ≤
c2
c1
‖u− INh u‖L2(Ω). Moreover, curl(u − uh) =
J− Jh = J− I
RT
h J, and the thesis follows. 
Note that sufficient conditions for defining the interpolants of u and J =
curlu is that they both belong to (H
1
2
+δ(Ω))3, δ > 0 (see Monk [1, Lemma 5.15,
Theor. 5.41]). This is for instance satisfied if µ is a scalar Lipschitz function in
Ω and b ∈ Hγ(Ω), γ > 0 (see Alonso and Valli [18]).
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3.3 The algebraic problem
The solution Vh ∈ V0,h is given by Vh =
∑nv−1
i=1 Vi gradψh,i. Hence the finite
dimensional problem (23) can be rewritten as
nv−1∑
i=1
Vi
∫
Ω
µ gradψh,i · gradψh,j = −
∫
Ω
g ψh,j −
∫
Ω
µu∗h · gradψh,j
+
∫
∂Ω
b ψh,j ,
(27)
for each j = 1, . . . , nv − 1.
We have at once
Theorem 4 The matrix K∗ with entries
K∗ji =
∫
Ω
η gradϕh,i · gradϕh,j
is symmetric and positive definite.
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